
Alteryx-based CMS DE-SynPUF
to OMOP data conversion using

ChatGPT



Step Implementation Review: ChatGPT gives an accurate
response in terms of specifying high-level steps to convert CMS
DE-SynPUF data to OMOP data.

Step: 1

1. High-level Steps: Converting CMS DE-SynPUF data to 
    OMOP data

Problem Statement: Converting CMS DE-SynPUF data to OMOP
data using the Alteryx  tool with the help of ChatGPT
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Step: 2.1
2. Table Mapping: CMS DE-SynPUF data to OMOP data
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Step Implementation Review: ChatGPT gives an accurate
response in terms of mapping tables from CMS DE-SynPUF data
to OMOP data using Alteryx .

Step: 2.2
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Step: 3.1
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3.Field Mapping: Beneficiary table (CMS DE-SynPUF data) to 
    Person table (OMOP data)
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Step: 3.2

Step Implementation Review: ChatGPT gives a partially correct
response in terms of mapping fields from the Beneficiary table
(CMS DE-SynPUF data) to the Person table (OMOP data). It does
not give information regarding, where in the Person table, the
original field values of Beneficiary table be mapped. For example,
the DE-SYNPUF_ID in the  Beneficiary table should flow to
Person_Source_Value in the  Person table.



Swipe

Step: 4
4. Alteryx  implementation (High level steps): Mapping CMS 
    DE-SynPUF data to OMOP data

Step Implementation Review: ChatGPT gives an accurate
response in terms of specifying high level steps to convert CMS
DE-SynPUF data to OMOP data using Alteryx .
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Step: 5.1
5. Alteryx  workflow/implementation to map DE-SYNPUF_ID 
     (CMS data) to person_id (OMOP data)



Swipe

Step: 5.2



Step Implementation Review: 
1.ChatGPT gives a partially correct response in terms of specifying
Alteryx workflow to map CMS DE-SYNPUF_ID to OMOP person_id.

2. ChatGPT suggests to attach the prefix “OMOP_” to DE-
SYNPUF_ID (using formula tool) in order to generate person_id,
whereas actually, person_id is of type “Integer”, which can be
generated using Record ID tool. 

3. Kindly refer to below screenshot for actual workflow to
generate person_id using Record ID tool:
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Step: 5.3
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Step: 6.1
6.Alteryx  workflow/implementation to map BENE_BIRTH_DT 
    (CMS data) to day_of_birth, month_of_birth, year_of_birth, 
    birth_datetime (OMOP data)
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Step: 6.2

1.ChatGPT gives partially correct response in terms of specifying
Alteryx  workflow to map BENE_BIRTH_DT (CMS data) to
day_of_birth, month_of_birth, year_of_birth, birth_datetime
(OMOP data)

2.ChatGPT suggests using formula tool for converting
BENE_BIRTH_DT (CMS data) to day_of_birth, month_of_birth,
year_of_birth, birth_datetime (OMOP data) which is accurate.

3.ChatGPT suggests using fucntions DayOfWeek(), Month(),
Year() functions for converting BENE_BIRTH_DT to day_of_birth,
month_of_birth, year_of_birth which is inaccurate.
Actual functions for conversion are DateTimeDay(),
DateTimeMonth(), DateTimeYear()



4. ChatGPT suggests using function
DateTimeFormat(“[BENE_BIRTH_DT”], “yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss”)
for converting BENE_BIRTH_DT to birth_datetime which is
inaccurate. The actual function for conversion is
DateTimeFormat(“[BENE_BIRTH_DT”], “%Y-%M-%d %H:%M:%S”)

5. Kindly refer to below screenshot for actual workflow to map
BENE_BIRTH_DT (CMS data) to day_of_birth, month_of_birth,
year_of_birth, birth_datetime (OMOP data):

Swipe

Step: 6.3



Conclusion:
ChatGPT is reliable/accurate in terms of recommending high-level
steps/ Alteryx workflow design for CMS DE-SynPUF to OMOP data
conversion. But when it comes to field mapping, it does not mention
detail regarding where the original field value from the CMS DE-
SynPUF data model should flow/mapped to the OMOP data model.
When it comes to configuring a specific Alteryx tool, be it either using
a function or regex pattern in the formula tool, the results might not
be accurate.
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ChatGPT efficiency in Alteryx:

Efficient
High level steps for CMS DE-SynPUF to OMOP data

conversion

High level Alteryxworkflow implementation for CMS DE-

SynPUF to OMOP data conversion

CMS DE-SynPUF to OMOP table mapping

Partially Efficient
CMS DE-SynPUF to OMOP field mapping

Individual tool configuration in terms of formula,

regex pattern, etc.
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